Abstract-Single-agent Finite Impulse Response Optimizer (SAFIRO) is a newly single solution-based metaheuristic optimization algorithm which mimics the work procedure of the ultimate unbiased finite impulse response (UFIR) filter. In a real UFIR filter, the horizon length, N plays an important role to obtain the optimal estimation. In SAFIRO, N represents the repetition number of estimation part that needs to be done in finding an optimal solution. In the original SAFIRO, N = 4 is assigned. In this study, the effect of N towards the performance of SAFIRO is evaluated by assigning N between the range of 4 to 10. The CEC 2014 benchmark test suite is used for performance evaluations. Statistical analysis using the nonparametric Friedman test was performed to observe the performance. Experimental results show that N is a function dependent parameter where for certain functions, SAFIRO performs better with a larger value of N. However, for certain functions, SAFIRO performs better with a minimum value of N.
I. INTRODUCTION
An ideal parameter value contributes to a good quality of result for metaheuristic algorithms. The selection of unsuitable parameter value may cause a low performance to the algorithms in finding the optimal or near-optimal solution. According to Yeguas [1] , choosing a suitable parameter setting is among the main issues in applying Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs). Most of EAs involved with many parameters whereby practitioners ordinarily need to determine appropriate parameters' value such as the population size, the number of iterations, the number of generations, and probability operators before running the algorithms. For example, Genetic Algorithm (GA) introduced by Holland in 1975 [2] , is a parameter-sensitive algorithm that requires a set of parameters such as the probability of mutation, the probability of crossover, and selection mechanism. An inappropriate setting of these parameters' value leads to the poor performance of GA.
Many swarm intelligence algorithms also associated with parameters that need to be defined before solving an optimization problem. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm [3] , developed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 is another example of an algorithm that has several parameters to be set with a good value which are the cognitive learning factor, social learning factor, inertia weight, and the number of particles in the swarm. All these parameters' value must be good in order to update the velocity and position for an optimal or near-optimal solution. Some modern metaheuristic algorithms such as Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) [4] , Simulated Kalman Filter (SKF) algorithm [5] , Sine-Cosine Algorithm (SCA) [6] , and Rain-fall Optimization (RFO) algorithm [7] also has at least one parameter to be adjusted.
Choosing the best parameter value that can optimize the performance of an algorithm is quite challenging tasks, where the process of adjusting the parameter also considered as an optimization problem. Therefore, this paper studies on the evaluation of different horizon length towards the performance of Single-agent Finite Impulse Response Optimizer (SAFIRO). SAFIRO has been introduced in [8] for solving numerical optimization problems. SAFIRO has been inspired by the estimation process of the ultimate unbiased finite impulse response (UFIR) filter. UFIR filter is one of the variants of finite impulse response (FIR) filter that is used as another option besides Kalman filter (KF) to estimate the state such as position, velocity, and acceleration. In the UFIR filter, the horizon length, N is the important parameter to ensure an optimal estimation. Only two parameters need to be initialized in SAFIRO, which are the coefficient, β, and the horizon length, N. The evaluation of different β values towards the performance of SAFIRO has been reported in [9] . Subsequently, in this paper, the evaluation of different values of N towards the performance of SAFIRO is reported. The value of N determines how many repetitions will be performed during the iterative estimation part to improve the solution. To observe this effect, the IEEE Congress on evolutionary computation (CEC) 2014 benchmark test suite consist of 30 functions for single optimization problems is used. Findings show that parameter N is a function dependent where for certain functions, SAFIRO performs better with a larger value. However, for another function, SAFIRO performs better with minimum N value.
II. THE SAFIRO
SAFIRO is a single-agent metaheuristic algorithm, recently proposed for single-objective numerical optimization problems, which mimics the framework of the estimation process in UFIR filter. Like the UFIR filter, SAFIRO's agent responsible to perform the measurement and estimation stage to estimate the solution. The solution in SAFIRO represented by the estimation of the agent's position. The flowchart of SAFIRO is depicted in Fig. 1 . The horizon length, N is the parameter that needs to be used in SAFIRO. As SAFIRO needs N measurements to begin the optimization process, the value of N is defined during the initialization stage. Then, by using a single agent, SAFIRO starts the process with the initialization of N measurements, Y(t) = rand(U [Xmin, Xmax] ). After initialization, these N random initial measurements are evaluated by using the fitness function of the problem to determine the initial X_best_so_far. X_best_so_far represents the best-so-far solution. For minimization problem, the initial measurement with the smallest fitness value is recorded as X_best_so_far, meanwhile, for the maximization problem, the initial measurement with the largest fitness value is recorded as X_best_so_far.
Next, the agent undergoes the measurement stage. In the UFIR filter operation, the measurement data can be obtained from the sensor. However, in SAFIRO, the measurement is simulated by random mutation of X_best_so_far and shrinking local neighbourhood method. Each dimension of the problem to be optimized has a random value in the range of 0 to 1. The dimensions with a random value equal to or smaller than 0.5, keep the X_best_so_far value as their measurement value, as in (1).
On the other hand, the dimensions with a random value larger than 0.5, are chosen to be mutated to generate a new candidate solution. This mutation process is conducted in a local neighbourhood of X_best_so_far. The measurement value for these dimensions can be calculated as in (2) .
This measurement process helps to encourage exploration through the mutation process, and at the same time creating a balance between the exploration and exploitation through the shrinking local neighbourhood. In the local search method, the search area is centred around X_best_so_far. The radius of the local neighbourhood, δ, can be computed by using (3),
where t is the number of the current iteration, T is the number of maximum iteration, Xmax is the upper limit of search space, Xmin is the lower limit of search space, and β is a coefficient value. This coefficient value controls the reduction speed of the neighbourhood's size. In this paper, β=10 [9] is assigned to allow a moderate speed of size reduction which represents the transition process from the exploration phase to the exploitation phase. After the measurement stage, SAFIRO's agent moves to the estimation stage. At this stage, the solution of SAFIRO is updated in a finite length according to the number of N. Each iteration, t, consists of sub-iteration, k.
As depicted in Fig. 2 , the first two points of the horizon are used for initial estimation, (k=2). Initial estimation is generated randomly between [lower limit, upper limit] of the first and the second point of the horizon. Then, the remaining points are used for iterative estimation update from (k=3) until (k=N). The solution of initial estimation is improved iteratively during this part which is depending on the value of N. The number of repetition for iterative estimation is equal to N-2 (as mentioned above, the first two points are used to generate the initial estimation). In this study, the effect of the number of N towards SAFIRO's performance is observed. Iterative estimation can be computed by using (4) and (5), where (k) is the estimated solution for current point, meanwhile (k -1) is the previous sub-iteration point. The measurement value, Y (t -N + k) and the Kalman-like gain, K(k) influence the improvement of the solution. The value of K(k) can help to improve the estimation as the sub-iteration, k increases. The sub-iteration process end when k=N is reached. The final value of k is then stored as X(t)= (k). The agent's updated solution for that corresponding iteration is represented by the estimated value of X(t).
After obtaining the solution, X(t), the evaluation stage is done to evaluate its fitness. The fitness of X(t) is then compared to the fitness of X_best_so_far. The X_best_so_far is updated when a better solution is found. For minimization problem, X_best_so_far is updated if fit(X(t)) < fit(X_best_so_far), meanwhile for maximization problem, X_best_so_far is updated if fit(X(t)) > fit(X_best_so_far). Measurement and estimation stages are repeated until the maximum iteration, T is met, and the X_best_so_far returns as the solution to the given optimization problem. III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP According to Mirjalili, exploitation ability of an algorithm can be benchmarked by solving unimodal functions. Meanwhile, exploration ability can be benchmarked by solving multimodal functions. Also, the capability for both exploration and exploitation can be benchmarked concurrently by solving the composition functions due to the test functions comprise too many local optima [4] . Therefore, the CEC 2014 benchmark test suite [10] for single-objective optimization is selected to evaluate the performance of SAFIRO with different N values. This test suite consists of four groups of functions; unimodal functions, simple multimodal functions, hybrid functions, and composition functions, which can be used to represent the real numerical optimization problems.
As listed in Table I , there are 30 functions in this test suite. Each function corresponds to one optimization problem and has its ideal fitness value represents the global or optimal solution. In this study, simulation experiments are performed to identify the optimal value of N. The values of N=4 until N=10 are chosen to be observed in solving the CEC 2014 benchmark test suite. The first two points of the horizon length in SAFIRO are used to generate the initial estimates randomly, and the third point is used as a starting point of the iterative estimation part. Thus, the practical minimum value for horizon length is equal to 4.
For the CEC 2014 benchmark test suite, the problem dimension is set as 50, while the number of fitness evaluation is set as 500,000, with stopping condition is set to be the maximum number of iterations. The observation is based on the mean performance over 51 run times on each test function. The Friedman test is then carried out to rank the SAFIRO with a different value of N. The null hypothesis for Friedman test stated that, the performance of all tested algorithms are equivalent, with no significant differences [11] . The performances are ranked statistically based on its mean fitness. The significant differences are then observed. KEEL Software Tool is used as a platform to do the Friedman test, as well as the Holm Post Hoc test which can be downloaded via http://www.keel.es. Table II until Table V show readings of mean fitness and mean error with different N values for unimodal functions, simple multimodal functions, hybrid functions, and composition functions. The number in bold font represents the best performance for each function.
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The first group of functions is the unimodal functions (Fn1 until Fn3). Unimodal functions consist of rotation problems. The readings in Table II show that SAFIRO does not need a large value of N to perform better for Fn1. In this function, SAFIRO with N=4 produced better performance compared to the other values. For Fn2, no specific trend can be observed. However, SAFIRO with N=9 yielded better performance than others. Fn1 and Fn2 are very challenging to solve, especially for Fn1 because it comprises a quadratic ill-conditioned property [10] . On the other hand, the problem in Fn3 is easier to be solved compared to Fn1 and Fn2. Regardless of the N value, SAFIRO shows a great performance by producing the optimal solution of 300 mean fitness with 0 mean error for each.
Simple multimodal functions consist of 13 functions (Fn4 until Fn16), where most functions comprise shifting and rotation problems. As can be seen in Table III, With the range of N=4 to N=10, SAFIRO capable to provide excellent performance whereby the results are very near to optimal solutions in all simple multimodal functions, except for Fn10 and Fn11. Both functions show larger mean error values due to a huge number of local optima, thus make SAFIRO difficult to solve the problems to optimality.
For hybrid functions (Fn17 until Fn22), the variables are randomly split into several subcomponents where different basic functions are then used for different subcomponents. The hybrid functions are more difficult to be solved because these functions comprise either combination of several multimodal functions (Fn19, Fn21, and Fn22), or combination of unimodal functions with simple multimodal functions (Fn17, Fn18, and Fn20). The results in Table IV show that SAFIRO is able to solve hybrid functions where SAFIRO obtained a near-optimal solution for Fn17 and Fn20. SAFIRO needs a minimum value which is N=4 for Fn17 to provide the best near-optimal solution compared to other values. In contrast, for Fn18 until Fn20, SAFIRO requires the maximum value of N, which is N=10 to offer better results. Other than that, for Fn21 and Fn22, SAFIRO shows better performance with N=6 and N=5, respectively.
The last group of functions solved by SAFIRO is the composition functions (Fn23 until Fn30). As can be seen in Table V , SAFIRO performs better with the minimum value, N=4, except for Fn24 and Fn26. For Fn24 and Fn26, SAFIRO has better performance with N=9 and N=5, respectively. For Fn25 and Fn28, the performance of SAFIRO is better with a smaller value of N.
The average Friedman ranking of SAFIRO performance with N=4 until N=10 is tabulated in Table VI . As can be seen, N=4 is ranked first, followed by N=5, N=6, N=7, N=8, N=9, and lastly N=10. SAFIRO's performance is poorer as the value of N increased. The Friedman test is carried out considering reduction performance distributed according to the chi-square value of 42.628571 with 6 degrees of freedom (DOF). Table VII 
